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We know you’re going to like installing  
the new Gates Timing Component Kits  
with Water Pump (TCKWP). Here’s why:
 › Includes a warranty equal to the OE replacement interval. 

 › OE construction timing belts.

 › OE quality water pump, tensioner and idler.

 › Popular kits covering over 60 million import vehicles including OE tensioners and idlers.

 › Water pumps designed and built for long = lasting, efficient cooling.

 › Hydraulic tensioners included where applicable.

 › Complete timing system replacement in  one package. 

 › Easily service the entire timing system.

 

TIMING COMPONENT KITS WITH WATER PUMP

New at IMC

Gates Timing Kits are Top Choice with Customers
Gates is the only manufacturer approved by virtually every major OEM to provide timing belts for 
new engines. This means that Gates is able to cover the aftermarket with timing belts that are OE-
equivalent, or better, in service life and performance. At Gates, the definition of quality is simple 
and straightforward -- “To meet or exceed customer expectations with products, services and 
experiences that are superior to the competition.” Around the world, Gates operations meet the 
highest quality standards, including ISO and QS-9000.
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                                Tech Specs - 

                                Manufacturer Information - 
Founded in 1911, Gates serves customers in the industrial and automotive markets with a full 
line of belt and hose products. Gates is the only non-tire producing rubber company with sales 
and manufacturing operations in all of the world’s major markets, including North America, 
Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. Around the world, Gates operations meet the highest 
quality standards, including ISO and QS-9000. 

Gates know you’re going to like installing the 
new Gates Timing Component Kits. Here’s why:

Gates provides complete start to finish solutions for every 
aspect of installation:

›› Includes a warranty equal to the OE replacement interval.

›› OE construction timing belts.

›› OE quality water pump, tensioner and idler.

›› Popular kits covering over 60 million import vehicles
   including OE tensioners and idlers.

›› Most applications offered with or without water pump.

›› Water pumps designed and built for long-lasting, efficient
   cooling.

›› Hydraulic tensioners included where applicable.

›› Complete timing system replacement in one package.

• The widest coverage in the aftermarket.

• Kits that provide everything you need for a complete repair in one box.

Get complete repair and complete confidence from one source. Gates.
Gates now offers 156 Timing Component Kits with Water Pump covering more 
than 2,469 vehicle applications for both Import and Domestic makes in the U.S. 
& Canada.

To enter the iPad Mini drawing, email win@imcparts.net and 
enter “Gates iPad” in the subject line.

Win an

iPad Mini!


